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Abstract 

Enzymes are considered an innovative and environmentally friendly approach for biofilm 

control due to their lytic and dispersal activities. In this study, four enzymes (β-glucanase, α-

amylase, lipase and protease) were tested separately and in combination with the quaternary 

ammonium compound cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) to control flow-generated 

biofilms of Pseudomonas fluorescens. The four enzymes caused modest reduction of biofilm 

colony forming units (CFU). Protease, β-glucanase and α-amylase also caused modest 

biofilm removal. CTAB combined with either β-glucanase or α-amylase increased biofilm 

removal. Its combination with either β-glucanase or protease increased CFU reduction. 

However, CTAB – protease combination was antagonist in biofilm removal. Long-term 

effects in biofilm mass reduction was observed after protease exposure. In contrast, biofilms 

treated with β-glucanase were able to regrowth significantly after exposure. Moreover, short-

term respirometry tests with planktonic cells were performed to understand the effects of 

enzymes and their combination with CTAB on P. fluorescens viability. Protease and lipase 

demonstrated antimicrobial action, while α-amylase increased bacterial metabolic activity. 

The combination of CTAB with either protease or α-amylase was antagonistic, decreasing the 

antimicrobial action of CTAB. The overall results demonstrate a modest effect of the selected 

enzymes in biofilm control, either when applied alone or each one in combination with 

CTAB. Total biofilm removal or CFU reduction was not achieved and, in some cases, the use 

of enzymes antagonized the effects of CTAB. The results also propose that complementary 

tests, to characterize biofilm integrity and microbial viability, are required when someone is 

trying to assess the role of novel biocide - enzyme mixtures for effective biofilm control. 
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1. Introduction 

The water used in industrial processes is naturally contaminated with microorganisms, 

allowing biofilm formation. Biofilms can cause negative impacts such as reduced operational 

efficacy in heat exchangers, increased operational pressure in desalination plants that leads to 

higher energy consumption, blockage of pipes in food industry and accelerated metal 

corrosion (Bucs, Linares, van Loosdrecht, Kruithof, and Vrouwenvelder, 2014; Gule, Begum, 

and Klumperman, 2016). In engineered systems, detrimental biofilm formation is usually 

termed biofouling or biological fouling. Biofouling can harbor pathogenic and spoilage 

bacteria, increasing the risks for human contamination through consumption of the final 

product and lowering its shelf life, respectively. Consequently, contingency plans need to be 

applied to control microbial contamination and therefore prevent biofilm development. The 

main objective of a microbial control strategy is to reduce or eliminate the number of 

microorganisms and their activity, as well as to avoid the formation of biological deposits on 

the equipment (Maukonen et al., 2003). Biofilm control in food industry is usually performed 

without dismantling or opening the equipment in a Clean-in-Place (CIP) process. CIP 

consists of running alternated cycles of detergent and disinfectant solutions with water rinses, 

often with increased turbulence (Bremer, Fillery, and McQuillan, 2006). Acids, alkali, 

surfactants, biocides and, occasionally, enzymes are applied to increase the cleaning and 

disinfecting effects (Bremer et al., 2006; Gibson, Taylor, Hall, and Holah, 1999; Otzen, 2011; 

Shi and Zhu, 2009). As the continued use of biocides and surfactants can induce microbial 

resistance (Araújo, Lemos, Mergulhão, Melo, and Simões, 2011; Kitagawa et al., 2016; 
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Poole, 2001) new and effective control strategies are required. Additionally, evolving 

regulations restrict the use of toxic biocides. Therefore, eco-friendly strategies seem attractive 

for biofilm control (Johnston, Lambert, Hanlon, and Denyer, 2002; Meireles, Giaouris, and 

Simões, 2016; Verhoef et al., 2005). 

Biofilms contain cells embedded in self-produced extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 

(Donlan and Costerton, 2002). The type and amount of EPS are strain dependent and vary 

with the environmental conditions under which biofilms are formed. However, the general 

composition of biofilm EPS considers polysaccharides, proteins, lipids and DNA as the main 

constituents (Andersson, Dalhammar, Land, and Kuttuva Rajarao, 2009; Baum, Kainović, 

O'Keeffe, Pandita, McDonald, Wu and Webster, 2009; Flemming and Wingender, 2010; 

Wingender, Neu, and Flemming, 1999). EPS contribute to the structural and functional 

integrity of biofilms, enabling them to withstand shear forces, dehydration and chemical 

attacks (Flemming, 2007). Moreover, EPS assist the survival of the embedded 

microorganisms on a substratum providing a source of nutrients (Lutskiy et al., 2015), and 

acting as a chemically reactive diffusional transport barrier, providing protection by slowing 

the penetration of biocides and/or by quenching their action (Araújo, Lemos, Mergulhão, 

Melo, and Simões, 2013; Bryers, 1992). 

Enzymes are known to both kill bacteria and breakdown the biofilm structure due to EPS 

disruption (Flemming, 1997). Therefore, enzymes are recognized as attractive molecules for 

biofilm control. Johansen et al. (1997) showed the action of oxidoreductases with 

polysaccharide-hydrolyzing enzymes against plaque resembling biofilms of Streptococcus 

mutans, Actinomyces viscosus and Fusobacterium nucleatum. Dispersin B, a naturally 

occurring N-acetylglucosaminidase, is recognized for its antimicrobial activity and biofilm 

control properties (Sadekuzzaman, Yang, Mizan, and Ha, 2015). This enzyme targets the 

glycosidic bonds in EPS polysaccharides, resulting in the destruction of the biofilm structure 
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(Sadekuzzaman et al., 2015). Lequette et al. (2010) combined seven proteases and 

polysaccharidases with CIP strategies against Pseudomonas fluorescens and Bacillus cereus 

biofilms. More recently, Zanoni, Habimana, Amadio, and Casey (2015) attempted to control 

P. fluorescens biofilms with Proteinase K immobilized on silica nanobeads. Meshram, Dave, 

Joshi, Dharani, Kirubagaran, and Venugopalan (2016) studied P. aeruginosa biofilm control 

by immobilizing alginate lyase on cellulose acetate membranes. A pioneer study of Wang, 

Jiang, Zhou, and Gao (2015) presents a bienzyme strategy using α-amylase and glucose 

oxidase, which promotes the hydrolysis of starch and oxidizes glucose to produce hydrogen 

peroxide, therefore, preventing biofilm formation. However, the use of enzymes might not 

always result in complete biofilm removal. Therefore, there is a need to better understand the 

action of enzymes in biofilm control. 

As CIP strategies occasionally combine enzymes with surfactants (Meireles, Borges, 

Giaouris, and Simões, 2016), the quaternary ammonium compound (QAC) cetyltrimethyl 

ammonium bromide (CTAB) was tested in this study. QACs are routinely used in industrial 

cleaning and disinfection due to their general non-corrosive and non-irritating properties, in 

addition to their reduced toxicity and high antimicrobial efficacy over a wide pH range 

(Langsrud, and Sudheim, 1997). The mode of action of action of QACs is attributed to the 

interference with the cellular lipid bilayer membrane and the disruption and denaturation of 

structural proteins and enzymes that could lead to the impairment of the cell enzyme function 

and activity (Velázquez, Barbini, Escudero, Estrada, and Guzmán, 2009; Buffet-Bataillon, 

Tattevin, Bonnaure-Mallet, and Jolivet-Gougeon, 2012). However, their activity is highly 

affected by the presence of organic matter (Holah, 2014). CTAB was selected for this study 

based on its recognized good antimicrobial activity against planktonic cells and its potential 

to control biofilms (Simões, Pereira, and Vieira, 2005; Simões, Pereira, Machado, Simões, 

and Vieira, 2006). 
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This study evaluates the effectiveness of single enzymatic solutions of β-glucanase, 

protease, lipase and α-amylase, and their combination with CTAB on the control of P. 

fluorescens flow-generated biofilms. Additionally, the respiratory activity of planktonic P. 

fluorescens exposed to the different enzymatic solutions and their combination with CTAB 

was studied. This bacterium is commonly found in drinking water (Wong, Levi, Baddal, 

Turton, and Boswell, 2011) and is considered a major contaminant in food industry causing 

spoilage and foodborne illnesses (Mundo, Padilla-Zakour, Worobo, 2004; Simões, Simões, 

and Vieira, 2009). 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Bacteria and culture conditions 

P. fluorescens ATCC 13525 was grown at 30 ± 3 
o
C in a medium composed by 5 g/L 

glucose, 2.5 g/L peptone, 1.25 g/L yeast extract, in 25 mM phosphate buffer (PB), pH 7 

(Simões, Simões, and Vieira, 2007). A single colony grown on solid medium (same medium 

previously described supplemented with 10% agar) was used to inoculate a 1 L flask 

containing 250 mL of sterile nutrient medium, and incubated overnight at 30 ± 3 
o
C in an 

orbital shaker (120 rpm). All the growth medium components were purchased from Merck 

(VWR, Portugal). 

 

2.2. Antimicrobial agents and enzymes 

CTAB was purchased from Sigma (Portugal) and was used at the minimum bactericidal 

concentration (MBC), 35 mg/L, previously assessed by Araújo et al. (2013). CTAB was 

prepared as a concentrated aqueous solution (10000 mg/L). 
 

Novozymes (Denmark) provided the enzymes tested. Their commercial names are 

Ultraflo
® 

(3.2.1.6, β-glucanase), Alcalase
®

 (3.4.21.62, protease-subtisilin), Lecitase
®
 (3.1.1.3, 
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lipase), and Fungamyl
®
 (3.2.1.1, α-amylase), supplied as aqueous solutions containing 5 to 

30% active protein. The enzymes were used diluted (1:100) in PB according to Lequette et al. 

(2010). 

 

2.3. Biofilm formation and control 

The flow cell system used in this study consisted of two flow cells operating in parallel, 

bioreactor I of 0.5 L, and bioreactor II of 3.5 L, a peristaltic pump and two centrifuge pumps 

(Fig. 1). Each flow cell had a semicircular geometry with 2 cm of diameter, as previously 

described (Pereira, Morin, Vieira, and Melo, 2002). The flow cells were designed so that 

stainless steel coupons AISI 316 (1 × 2 cm) could be applied into structures that were 

inserted into the flow cells, in order to facilitate biofilm sampling. A culture of P. fluorescens 

was grown in bioreactor I, and dripped into bioreactor II at a flow rate of 10 mL/h. The media 

used was the same as presented in section 2.1. Bioreactor II was fed with a medium solution 

containing 0.05 g/L glucose, 0.025 g/L peptone, and 0.0125 g/L yeast extract in PB (pH 7, 25 

mM) at a flow rate of 0.833 L/h. Bioreactor II was aerated with an air flow rate of 0.243 min
-

1
. The bacterial suspension from bioreactor II was allowed to recirculate in the flow cells in 

order to form biofilms on the stainless steel coupons at a linear flow velocity of 0.4 m/s 

(Reynolds number of 4000). The dilution rate applied ensured that biofilm formation 

predominated over planktonic growth (Simões, Carvalho, Pereira, and Vieira, 2003). The 

system was operated for 7 days at 30 ± 3 
o
C (Araújo, Malheiro, Machado, Mergulhão, Melo, 

& Simões 2016). Following this growth period and before any anti-biofilm treatment, two 

coupons of each flow cell were removed to analyze the biofilm. The biofilms were treated 

with either single enzymatic solutions or combinations of CTAB with each one of the 

enzymes. Briefly, the flow cell was carefully emptied, and then the solutions of CTAB, 

enzymes, and combinations of CTAB with the selected enzymes were circulated through the 
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flow cells for 1 hour. The initial conditions of the system were restored after the treatment. 

To observe putative long-term effects or biofilm regrowth following the treatments, two 

coupons from each flow cell were removed at different times: immediately after exposure and 

2, 12 and 24 h post treatment. A solution of PB was used as control. 

 

2.4. Flow-generated biofilm characterization 

Biofilm mass given by dry weight, and cell density given by colony forming units (CFU), 

were assessed as indicators for the efficacy of the anti-biofilm treatments. The biofilms 

covering the coupons were scraped off completely using a sterile scalpel and suspended in 

10 mL of PB. The suspensions were vortexed for 30 s to homogenize. The dry mass of the 

biofilms was assessed by the determination of the total volatile solids (TVS) of the 

homogenised biofilm suspensions, according to standard methods - American Public Health 

Association (APHA), American Water Works Association (AWWA), Water Pollution 

Control Federation (WPCF) (1989). Following this methodology, the TVS assessed at 550 ± 

5 °C in a furnace (Lenton thermal designs, UK) for 2 h is equivalent to the amount of 

biological mass. The biofilm mass accumulated was assessed in mg of biofilm per cm
2
 of 

surface area of the slide (mg biofilm/cm
2
). Biofilm mass removal was expressed as the 

difference between the initial biofilm mass and the mass immediately after the treatments. 

The biofilm mass variation was then calculated according to equation 1. 

% 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 (2, 12 𝑜𝑟 24 ℎ) − 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 (2, 12 𝑜𝑟 24 ℎ)
× 100 (1) 

  

The biofilm cell density was assessed in terms of CFU following the enumeration of 

colonies of biofilm cells grown on plate count agar (PCA, Merck, Portugal) according to 

Simões, Pereira, and Vieira (2005). CFU/cm
2
 reduction was assessed as the difference 
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between Log CFU/cm
2
 before and immediately after the treatments. The cell variation after 

the treatments was then assessed according to equation 2. 

𝐶𝐹𝑈 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝐹𝑈/𝑐𝑚2 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 (2, 12 𝑜𝑟 24 ℎ) − 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝐹𝑈/𝑐𝑚2 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐶𝐹𝑈/𝑐𝑚2 𝑎𝑡 𝑡 (2, 12 𝑜𝑟 24 ℎ)
 

(2) 

 

Long-term effects were observed when biofilm mass and/or CFU variation < 0. Regrowth 

events were observed when biofilm mass and/or CFU variation > 0.  

 

2.5. Short-term respiratory activity 

The short-term respiratory activity of P. fluorescens suspensions was determined by 

measuring oxygen uptake rates in a biological oxygen monitor (Yellow Springs Instruments 

5300A) after exposure to the enzymes and enzyme-CTAB combinations. The respiratory 

activity was assessed according to Simões et al. (2005) and expressed in terms of mg O2/mg 

dry mass. min. Antimicrobial effects were observed when the respiratory activity of the cells 

after exposure was lower than untreated cells, whereas metabolic activity increase was found 

when the respiratory activity of the cells after exposure was higher than without treatment. 

 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

The experimental data were analyzed using the statistics program SPSS - Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences, Version 22.0 (Armonk, NY, USA). The average and standard 

deviation were assessed for all cases. At least three independent experiments were performed 

for each condition tested. Normality of data distribution was assessed by the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov method. The statistical significance of the average values obtained for biofilm 

biomass, CFU and bacterial activity was evaluated using the parametric t-test. Statistical 

calculations were based on a confidence level equal to or higher than 95% (P < 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant). 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Enzymes are known to both kill bacteria and breakdown the biofilm structure due to EPS 

disruption (Flemming, 1997), being recognized as an attractive and unexploited strategy for 

biofilm control (Simões, Simões, and Vieira, 2010). In this study, P. fluorescens biofilms 

were developed in a flow cell system and the effectiveness of single enzymatic solutions of 

α-amylase, β-glucanase, lipase and protease, and their combination with CTAB was 

evaluated in biofilm control (biomass removal and CFU reduction). 

 

3.1.Biofilm control with enzymes and CTAB 

Results on biomass removal after the 1 h treatments with single enzymes and their 

combination with CTAB are shown in Fig. 2. The application of β-glucanase, protease and α-

amylase caused moderate biofilm mass removal (P < 0.05), whereas the application of lipase 

caused no removal (P > 0.05). In a study by Leroy et al. (2007) a lipase was also unsuccessful 

in the control of biofilms formed by a Pseudoalteromonas strain. Marcato-Romain et al. 

(2012) tested two lipases on the removal of a multi-species biofilm, where both lipases 

caused from no effects to slight removal. The mechanism by which enzymes destroy the 

physical integrity of the EPS is through weakening the proteins, carbohydrate and lipid 

components making up the structures of the EPS through the degradation process (Molobela, 

Cloete and Beukes, 2010; Simões et al. 2010). However, the reduced effects of lipase in P. 

fluorescens biofilm removal verified in this study suggests for this particular case a negligible 

role of lipids in maintaining the biofilm integrity. 

CTAB applied alone caused low biofilm removal (P > 0.05). However, its combination 

with β-glucanase and α-amylase significantly increased biofilm removal (P < 0.05). No 

biofilm removal was found for the combination with protease (P > 0.05), and only 7% 

removal was obtained for CTAB - lipase (P > 0.05). This proposes synergism in biofilm 
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removal for the combinations CTAB + β-glucanase and CTAB + α-amylase and antagonism 

for the other combinations. 

The results of biofilm CFU/cm
2
 reduction immediately after treatment (with single 

enzyme and their combination with CTAB) are shown in Fig. 3. Protease was the enzyme 

causing the highest CFU reduction (1.59 Log CFU/cm
2
), followed by lipase, β-glucanase and 

α-amylase (1.34, 1.25 and 1.05 Log CFU/cm
2
, respectively) (Fig. 3). The effects of 

combining enzymes with CTAB (Fig. 3) significantly increased CFU reduction (P < 0.05), 

particularly for β-glucanase and protease (2.07 and 1.93 Log CFU/cm
2
, respectively). CTAB 

+ protease revealed to be an antagonist in biofilm removal (Fig. 2). However, this 

combination was synergic in biofilm CFU/cm
2
 reduction. The combination CTAB - lipase 

(0.67 Log CFU/cm
2
) resulted in significantly lower reduction (P < 0.05) than the single 

application of the enzyme (1.34 Log CFU/cm
2
) or CTAB (1.26 Log CFU/cm

2
). CFU 

reduction caused by CTAB or by the combination CTAB - α-amylase was statistically similar 

(P > 0.05). 

The combination of enzymes and biocides was described by Jacquelin et al. (1994) as a 

way to enhance disinfection efficacy. In fact, the use of enzymes to breakdown the polymeric 

ties that bind the biofilm together and determine its resilience is attractive to facilitate the 

diffusion of biocides within the biofilm. However, the inclusion of enzymes in biocidal 

formulations is not certain to increase efficacy. For example, Kim et al. (2013) demonstrated 

that proteinase K and acylase I was not suitable against P. aeruginosa biofilms. These 

enzymes were actually increasing the amount of proteins in solution, therefore, lowering the 

level of available biocide to react with the biofilm cells due to its interaction with the 

proteins. The biocide can also react and be neutralized by components of the biofilms 

(Simões et al., 2010). The polyanionic nature of the bacterial EPS may be responsible for 

binding the biocides before they have the opportunity to reach the cells, hindering their 
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diffusion within biofilms (Anderl, Franklin, and Stewart, 2000; Mah, and O'Toole, 2001; 

Singh, Ray, Das, and Sharma, 2010). Augustin, Ali-Vehmas, and Atroshi (2004) pointed out 

the possibility that altered chemical microenvironments inside biofilms can inactivate 

enzymes. These authors also proposed that EPS might be impairing the diffusion of enzymes 

through biofilms. Therefore, case-to-case evaluation is required to understand the biofilm 

control effects of enzymes and of their combination with biocides.  

 

3.2.Biofilm regrowth 

The biofilm mass and CFU/cm
2 

were further monitored 2, 12 and 24 h following the anti-

biofouling treatments and the results are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Significant long-term 

biofilm removal effects (biofilm mass at 2, 12 and 24 h lower than immediately after 

treatment) were observed 2 h after exposure to protease, lipase and α-amylase. This effect 

continued in time for protease and lipase (12 h after the treatment). At 24 h the biofilm mass 

exposed to β-glucanase, protease and lipase was lower than immediately after treatment 

(Table 1). Such effects were significant for all cases (P < 0.05), except for lipase (P > 0.05). 

For the CTAB – enzyme treatments long-term effects were found on biofilms exposed to 

protease (2, 12 and 24 h), lipase (2 and 12 h), α-amylase (12 h) and β-glucanase (12 h). 

However, these results were statistically significant (P < 0.05) for the treatments with β-

glucanase (12 h), α-amylase (12 h) and protease (24 h). The comparison between the results 

of single treatments and combinations proposes that CTAB – enzyme combinations resulted 

in lower long-term effects in biofilm mass removal than from the use of CTAB or enzymes 

alone.  

In terms of Log CFU/cm
2
, small variations were found for most of the scenarios tested. 

However, significant long-term effects (P < 0.05) were only observed 12 and 24 h after 

exposure to β-glucanase (Table 2) and 2, 12 and 24 h after exposure to CTAB - lipase. 
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Excluding CTAB - lipase, in general, the other combinations caused lower long-term effects 

than the exposure to the enzymes alone. The long-term effects found in this study were not 

specific for any particular enzyme and/or CTAB - enzyme combination. However, the effects 

of protease and the combination CTAB - protease are highlighted for biofilm removal, while 

β-glucanase and CTAB – lipase had the most significant effect in long-term CFU/cm
2
 

reduction.  

In terms of biofilm regrowth (Table 1), significant mass increase (P < 0.05) was found 2 h 

after the treatment with β-glucanase (2 h), α-amylase (12 h), CTAB - β-glucanase (2 h) and 

CTAB - α-amylase (24 h). Insignificant regrowth (P > 0.05) was verified at 24 h after CTAB 

- lipase exposure. Surprisingly, significant biofilm mass regrowth was found 2 and 12 h after 

CTAB exposure (P > 0.05). For this particular case, sustained biofilm control effects were 

expected as the surfactant retained within the biofilm matrix had the chance to promote the 

failure of the biofilm cohesive forces encouraging its removal, In fact, Forsyth and Hayes 

(1998) stated that surfaces treated with cationic surfactants could retain a bacteriostatic film, 

due to the adsorption of the chemical on the surface, and prevent the subsequent growth of 

residual bacteria. 

In terms of Log CFU/cm
2
, significant regrowth (P < 0.05) was observed for the treatments 

with CTAB (12 h) and either CTAB - β-glucanase (24 h) (Table 2). The comparison of Log 

CFU/cm
2
 variation after enzyme or CTAB – enzyme exposure proposes that regrowth 

happens at a higher extent for the combinations, even if the log CFU/cm
2
 variation is 

insignificant for most of the cases (P > 0.05). Parkar et al. (2004) proposed that in the 

cleaning and disinfecting of industrial plants a large decrease of viable cells is not indicative 

of a successful strategy because the cell debris remaining on the surfaces can act as an 

organic conditioning film able to assist microbial attachment and regrowth. Malheiro et al. 

(2015) found an increase of cell numbers in flow-generated P. fluorescens biofilms as soon as 
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2 h after treatments with diverse biocides. The possible presence of injured or starved cells 

that are viable but non-culturable (VBNC) following the application of CTAB or CTAB – 

enzyme helps to explain the regrowth events. Moreover, the higher mass and CFU regrowth 

verified after exposure to CTAB - enzyme combinations proposes that the biofilm structure 

was somehow damaged, but the overall cell viability was not compromised.  

 

3.3.Short-term respiratory activity with enzymes and CTAB 

The respiratory activity of planktonic P. fluorescens was studied by measuring the oxygen 

uptake due to glucose consumption before and after exposure to solutions of enzymes, CTAB 

and combinations of CTAB – enzymes (Fig. 4). Short-term respirometry already 

demonstrated to be rapid, reliable, economic and easy to use for viability characterization of 

aerobic, heterotrophic bacteria (Simões et al., 2005). Additionally, specific methods based on 

the physiological or metabolic activity supply more information on antimicrobial agents than 

just testing the ability to grow and form colonies on a solid media (Stewart, Griebe, 

Srinivasan, Chen, DeBeer, and McFeters, 1994). The traditional methods of bacterial 

enumeration by colony formation on agar may overestimate antimicrobial efficacy due to the 

presence of VBNC (Simões et al., 2005). The cells lose their ability to form colonies, but 

they remain physically intact and metabolically active, allowing the further emergence of 

persistent cells (McBain, Rickard, and Gilbert, 2002; Simões et al., 2006). 

CTAB at the MBC for P. fluorescens (35 mg/L) caused total respiratory activity reduction 

(Fig. 4). No significant effects were observed in the respiratory activity of P. fluorescens 

when exposed to β-glucanase (P > 0.05). The respiratory activity decreased 74% after 

exposure to protease and 24% to lipase (P < 0.05). In contrast, exposure to α-amylase 

promoted cell activation (24% increase in respiratory activity, P < 0.05) as the cells exposed 

to this enzyme were more active, consuming more oxygen, compared to cells with no 
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treatment. Regarding the CTAB - enzyme treatments, some respiratory activity after exposure 

to CTAB - protease (8%) and -α-amylase (12%) was observed (P < 0.05). CTAB 

antimicrobial activity, i.e. total bacterial inactivation, was maintained when combined with 

either β-glucanase or lipase. The antimicrobial activity of enzymes was previously described 

by Thallinger, Prasetyo, Nyanhongo, and Guebitz (2013), supporting the present results. 

When protease and α-amylase were applied in combination with CTAB total inactivation of 

P. fluorescens was not found, indicating that some of the cells remained alive. It is known 

that environmental characteristics can negatively influence the activity of antimicrobial 

agents (Heinzel, 1998). These hindrances can be caused by organic material that potentially 

interferes with antimicrobial agents by chemical and/or ionic interactions (Aal, Hunsinger, 

and Böhm, 2008; Otzen, 2011). Araújo et al. (2013) found in a previous study that low 

concentrations of bovine serum albumin, alginate, yeast extract and humic acids caused 

significant antimicrobial quenching activity of two QACs, benzalkonium chloride and 

CTAB. This study proposes that some of the selected enzymes interacted with CTAB and 

promoted antagonistic effects. Moreover, P. fluorescens respiratory activity was observed to 

increase when exposed to α-amylase. In the case of bacterial metabolism activation, the 

enzymes might have been taken as nutrients, since they may provide carbon and nitrogen 

sources. Bacterial activation was observed by Kim et al. (2013) when using enzymatic 

treatments for biofilm control. These authors found that the release of fatty acids from 

bacterial EPS was promoted by the enzymatic treatments which in turn were metabolized by 

the bacteria. Simões et al. (2006) also found that the presence of bovine serum albumin 

quenched the antimicrobial effects of the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulphate and 

stimulated the respiratory activity of P. fluorescens. Therefore, the development of cleaning 

and disinfection formulations, typically containing mixtures of biocides, dispersal agents and 
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enzymes, should be carefully investigated in order to avoid putative antimicrobial antagonism 

derived from those combinations. 

In conclusion, the most promising results of biofilm removal and CFU reduction were 

achieved with β-glucanase, protease and α-amylase. Only the combinations of CTAB with β-

glucanase or α-amylase were synergic in biofilm removal. In terms of biofilm behavior after 

treatment, the most significant long-term effects were found in biofilm mass when using 

protease. Biofilm mass regrowth was significant when either CTAB or CTAB - β-glucanase 

were used. However, in general, the overall biofilm integrity and viability was never 

compromised – total biomass removal or total CFU reduction were not achieved. In fact, the 

effects of the diverse treatments in biofilm control ranged from modest to null. The tests with 

planktonic cells demonstrated that CTAB combined with α-amylase or protease was 

antagonistic for antimicrobial activity. The overall findings propose that a careful selection of 

biocides and enzymes is required to enable the development of tailored and effective biofilm 

control formulations, avoiding putative antimicrobial quenching effects.  
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Depiction of the flow cell system used to develop biofilms. Values are mean ± SD. 

 

Figure 2. P. fluorescens biofilms mass reduction immediately. * means no reduction. Values 

are mean ± SD. 

 

Figure 3. P. fluorescens biofilms Log CFU reduction. Values are mean ± SD. 

 

Figure 4. Effect of chemical treatment for 1 h of P. fluorescens planktonic cultures. * means 

no respiratory activity detected. Different letters represent statistically different values (P < 

0.05) from the control. Values are mean ± SD.  
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Table 1 – Long-term (negative values) and regrowth (positive values) effects on P. 

fluorescens biofilm mass monitored 2, 12 and 24 h after the treatments. Values are mean ± 

SD 

Enzyme/Combination 
Biofilm mass variation (%) 

2 h 12 h 24 h 

β-glucanase 29 ± 4.3 0.0 ± 0.0 -25 ± 3.7 

Protease -53 ± 8.5 -28 ± 2.4 -80 ± 12 

Lipase -40 ± 6.2 -16 ± 2.5 -7.7 ± 1.2 

α-amylase -43 ± 5.3 18 ± 1.8 0.0 ± 0.0 

CTAB 33 ± 1.3 20 ± 6.4 0.0 ± 0.0 

CTAB + β-glucanase 35 ± 4.8 24 ± 3.1 -25 ± 3.8 

CTAB + Protease -9.1 ± 1.4 -9.1 ± 1.4 -50 ± 7.5 

CTAB + Lipase -8.3 ± 1.3 -18 ± 2.7 7.1 ± 1.1 

CTAB + α-amylase 0.0 ± 0.0 -29 ± 4.3 18 ± 2.7 
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Table 2 – Long-term and regrowth effects on Log CFU/cm
2
 of P. fluorescens biofilms 

monitored 2, 12 and 24 h after the treatments. Values are mean ± SD 

Enzyme/Combination 
CFU variation (log CFU/cm

2
) 

2 h 12 h 24 h 

β-glucanase -0.04 ± 0.00 -0.19 ± 0.05 -0.14 ± 0.01 

Protease 0.07 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.07 0.02 ± 0.01 

Lipase -0.06 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.02 

α-amylase -0.10 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.03 

CTAB 0.05 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 

CTAB + β-glucanase 0.06 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.05 

CTAB + Protease 0.04 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.07 0.09 ± 0.05 

CTAB + Lipase -0.11 ± 0.01 -0.11 ± 0.02 -0.11 ± 0.01 

CTAB + α-amylase 0.00 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.16 
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Graphical abstract 
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Highlights 

 The selected enzymes caused modest biofilm control effects 

 Biocide-enzyme synergy was found for β-glucanase  

 Protease caused long-term biofilm control effects while β-glucanase allowed regrowth 

 Biofilm integrity and viability was not compromised with the different treatments 

 Protease and α-amylase reduced biocide action against planktonic cells 
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